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Distributed and recurrent RL long-term reward horizons

Characteristics: DQN

DQNs optimise a function (neural network)
to predict the Q-value (the expected reward)
for a given state and aciton.

q̂w q̂(st, ai,w)
st

a

DQN doesn’t work very well for long-term
credit assignments:

Example: function approximation

The function can be approximated:
Q = np.zeros([n_states, n_actions])
a_p = Q[s,:]

# action−value table is approximated:
a_p = DeepNeuralNetwork(s)

This usually requires a few extra tricks to
work:

• Double DQN
• Prioritised replay
• Distributed RL
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Distributed and recurrent RL recurrent replay in distributed RL

Definition: R2D2

Recurrent Replay Distributed DQN (R2D2) [1]
uses RNNs, training on a sequence ofm = 80
observations ot and hidden states ht:

Therefore it can backpropagate through the
history, updating where earlier actions led to
long-term future reward.

Definition: distributed RL

In distributed RL [2, 3], a central learner
(with some parameters θ) receives
experience from multiple parallel workers
w1, w2, ..., wn which run episodes
independently:
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Distributed and recurrent RL R2D2 performance

These graphs shows R2D2 performance for γ = 0.99 (pink) vs γ = 0.997 (orange):

Watch R2D2 play GravitarW

Watch R2D2 play other AtariW
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q8wicbez3lE
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL34t13IwtOXUNliyyJtoamekLAbqhB9Il


Exploration vs exploitation approaches

Exploration vs exploitation

R2D2 is not good at balancing exploration vs
exploitation. There are other exploration
strategies besides taking random actions:

• random exploration, as before:
• ε-greedy
• softmax

• optimisim in the face of uncertainty
• estimate uncertainty of the value
• prefer exploring states/actions with
higher uncertainty

• information state space
• the agent information is part of the
state description

• quantifies state information value

Exploration in Gravitar and AoE

Randomly choosing isn’t always good:
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Intrinsic rewards NGU: intrinsic motivation and curiosity

Definition: intrinsic reward

Never Give Up (NGU) [4] extends R2D2 by
adding an intrinsic reward R′, which is where
the agent adds its own reward on top of the
environment reward:

Rt = Renv
t + βR′

t,

where β weights the exploration according
to its intrinsic reward (e.g. curiosity).

Specifically, it adds a reward for finding
things that it has not yet seen before.

• intrinsic motivation
• curiosity
• novelty

Example: intrinsic reward

observation

Ot

action

At

reward Renv
t + βR′

t

environment
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Latent recurrent imagination Dreamer and DreamerV2

Dreamer [5] and DreamerV2 [6] use a recurrent neural network to ‘imagine’ and plan
ahead, all in the latent (feature representation) space:
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Latent recurrent imagination Dreamer algorithm
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AlphaStar and looking forward starting supervised

Exploration vs exploitation

AlphaStar [7] uses many
components, supervised
learning, and league-play.
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AlphaStar and looking forward towards self-play and league-play
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Take away points

Summary

In summary:

• learn the foundations and concepts of the field, so you can
speak the lingo...

• ...but you may want to approach overly complex papers more
like an engineer

• run the code and dismantle it back down to the concepts
that make it work

• sample efficiency is an issue, which can be traded for with
model-based imagination

• RL can have very high variance, try to lower it so you can iterate
faster without training
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